
  
 
 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – Micro Flange 4”/6” LED squares/rectangles: 
Caution: Refer to individual product installation instructions for wiring.  This sheet is for “Flush Mount Micro 
Flange” installation procedures ONLY! 
READ AND FOLLOW THESE INTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING FIXTURE: 
This fixture is for use in Damp, or Wet Locations/covered recessed ceilings- lensed trims only, in a maximum 45°C (114°F) environment.  
Use in higher temperatures will damage unit and void warranty. 
This fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local regulations.   
To assure full compliance with local codes and regulations, check with your local electrical inspector before installation.   
Caution: To avoid possible electric shock, be sure that power supply is turned off before installing or servicing this product. 
These fixtures are not designed for direct contact with insulation.  Keep insulation at least 3 inches away from any fixture surface, to prevent 
overheating of lamp and ballast. 
Note: This fixture should be supported by main runners or other structure that is capable of supporting the fixture weight. 

 

Housing Installation: 
1. Insert appropriate hanger bars (supplied by others or 

ordered separately) into the fixture’s hanger brackets 
using the proper provided cutout in the hanger brack-
ets.  Squeezing the hanger brackets may be required 
when used with C Channel bars to slide the C Channel 
into position in the hanger brackets.  See selection 
chart on reverse. 

2. Important—Removal of Mud Guard Insert may be nec-
essary to complete the next steps.  Be sure to store in 
a safe location for future installation steps. 

3. Loosen the hanger bracket wing nuts from the inside of 
the fixture, and adjust the hanger brackets, so that the 
lower lip of the plaster insert will be 1/16 (max) below 
the bottom of the ceiling surface.  Secure both wing 
nuts 

4. In preparation of final ceiling installation ,loosen the two 
#6 anchor screws which support the Gypsum Board 
Anchor Plates and adjust anchor plate distance to edge 
of housing to match the thickness of the ceiling material 
to be used.  Repeat on opposite side of product. 
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Hanger Bar types available from Pathway – (ordered separately) 
 

 Hanger Bar P/N: Bar type – two supplied per fixture: Application: 
 

101782 24” one-piece rigid bar w/clips 24” T-grid  
9127 27” two piece adjustable C-channel T-grid, adjustable 14.5”–24”  
24CBH 24” one-piece rigid “B Line” C-channel 24” metal or wood joist 
9152 52” one-piece rigid C-channel 52” metal joist* 
27BH 27” one piece rigid bar w/end holes 24” metal or wood joist** 
TBHB 27” two-piece bar adjustable w/clips T-grid, adjustable 15”-24” 
 

*   use auxiliary suspension to ceiling structure 
** use auxiliary securement to ceiling structure or T-grid 
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Ceiling installation: 
1. Adjust Gypsum board anchors to the thickness of the ceiling surface 

from the edge of the plaster flange by loosening the (2) #6 anchor 
screws and retighten in the correct position.  Repeat procedure on 
each side of product to ensure product sits level. 

2. Install ceiling material with cutout to match outside of housing. Se-
cure ceiling material to gypsum board anchor plates using #6 sheet 
rock screws (by others).   

3. Reinstall Mud Guard Insert and secure into ledge of Plaster Flange 
Insert.   

4. Apply joint compound up to edge of Plaster Flange Insert being 
careful not to allow joint compound to enter inside.  

5. Sand as required and apply paint.  If ceiling is to be sprayed, paint-
ers tape may be applied  over center hole of Mud Guard Insert to 
prevent coverage on LED engine. 

 

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 
PATHWAY LIGHTING PRODUCTS, INC 

175-5 Elm St.  P.O. Box 591, Old Saybrook, CT 06475 
    PHONE  (860) 388-6881 / (800) 342-0592      Fax (860) 388-5766 / (800) 207 0090  

Shown with finished ceiling and reflector installed. 

Trim installation: 
1. Remove Mud Guard Insert and clean any joint com-

pound residue from inside ledge of Plaster Flange in-
sert. 

2. Align springs as indicated on labels located in housing.  
Squeeze springs and push trim into housing.  Center 
micro flange in recess for flush ceiling fit. 
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